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What would you do if you were forced to choose between your race and your love?Tabitha Bartel

lives to serve and please people Ã¢â‚¬â€œ until she finds herself taking orders from an alien she

would never have imagined to exist. After accepting the position of Chef aboard NASAÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

ship, the Paragon, she thought she would have plenty of time to reevaluate her life, soaring into

space. She never expected that the ship would catch fire and plummet onto a strange planet to

what should have been her death, much less to find herself in the company of white-eyed,

blue-skinned aliens.RexstrenuÃ¢â‚¬â„¢us, known informally as Rex, is the youngest

AÃ¢â‚¬â„¢li-uud Elder in a very long time, and for a good reason. He is a skilled warrior, admirably

intuitive, and fiercely dedicated to the protection and prosperity of his people. When he finds the

curvy and curly-haired Tabitha at the ParagonÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s crash site, however, his priorities are

thrown into question as he is faced with upholding his leadership obligations while entertaining his

relentless interest in the lovely human.The entire planet of Albaterra is turned upside down as

humans and AÃ¢â‚¬â„¢li-uud alike are suddenly in fear for their lives, and the stirrings of a budding

war begin to disrupt the once-peaceful alien civilization. Amidst the panic, Rex discovers

TabithaÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s life is in danger from vigilantes and Elders opposed to his affections. He will do

anything he can to protect her, but, when he learns of her dark history from another Paragon

survivor, and she discovers his role in her near-death experience, they realize they may not even be

able to trust each other.Will Tabitha be able to rescue her fellow surviving crewmembers without

compromising her relationship with Rex? Will Rex manage to be the Elder his people trust without

forsaking his love? In the end, will any of it matter at all?Rex is the First book in the Albaterra Mates

series. All books in this page-turning Paranormal Sci Fi Alien Abduction Romance can be read as

standalones and in any order for maximum enjoyment. Enjoy full-length fated mates scifi alien

romances with a guaranteed HEA, no cheating and plenty of impossible Alphas!Expect steamy

scenes, mysterious aliens, deadly planets and the love story between a BBW from Earth and a

sensationally hot alien warrior.The Albaterra Mates Paranormal SciFi Romance Series is perfect for

fans of: - Science Fiction Romance- Action Adventure Romance- Space Opera- Futuristic

Romance- Fantasy Romance- Military Romance- Paranormal Romance- Alien RomanceFREE

WITH KINDLE UNLIMITED!Other books by Ashley L. HuntRex - Albaterra Mates 1Duke - Albaterra

Mates 2Dane - Albaterra Mates 3Lokos - Albaterra Mates 4Khrel - Albaterra Mates 5Zunan -

Albaterra Mates 6Coming Soon:Venan - Albaterra Mates 7
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Colorado author Ashley L Hunt earned her degree in Philosophy at The University of Colorado. She

lives in Denver where she creates stories with heroes with great strengths, physical and mental, and

pairs them with strong heroines who test their limits, in the end finding deep, passionate

love.Science fiction is an acquired taste ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ and that taste seems to have infused the

entire globe as books and television shows and games and movies all fight for top place in this

genre. Ashley has her hand solidly in this realm, having published four series of books that deal with

aliens peppered with erotica. She has started a new series ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ ALBATERRA

MATES ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ and presents REX as the initial episode in the series.Ashley knows how

to launch a series about life on another planet that includes a visit from an earthborn creature whose

presence creates the change in atmosphere the new planet poses) the new planet is of course

Albaterra). She opens the stage for her main characters with some preparatory background so that

when the new soon to be lovers meet we are aware of shat they bring to the encounter:

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚ËœAn Alien royalty. The girl next door. Is the universe against them? Rex - The

Tribal Elder of Campestria, one of eleven kingdoms on the planet Albaterra. His blue skin, fierce

warrior prowess, and dedication to his race are all in keeping with the AÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢li-uud



species, but his free-thinking ideals have others on the Elder Council wondering if he is capable as

a leader. Tabitha - A young, talented chef aboard the Paragon. She is at a point in her life where

she just wants to escape Earth and start over, and the space exploration mission was the answer to

her prayers. Behind her quiet exterior, she is a feisty, strong-willed soul, and she quickly finds out

that those traits will be the ones to save her life. When the Paragon crashes on Albaterra at the

hands of the AÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢li-uud Elders, Rex finds Tabitha at the scene of the wreckage, and

thus begins a whirlwind of secrets, battles, and unpredictable emotions. Morality is called into

question and forces both the alien king and the starry-eyed human to make choices that could either

bring them everything they ever wanted or bring about the total destruction of everything they love.

Is it possible for two beings of different species to keep their worlds intact while falling in love, or will

they be forced to decide between love and life?ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢Few authors can match

AshleyÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s manipulation of alien romance with the sophistication she manages to

mold her worlds and strange exotic creatures. Steamy, yes, erotic, yes, but always original and with

a fine ending. The remainder of the series will likely be as fine. Grady Harp, April 17

This is the first book in a new series about aliens and their mates. It is a fast-pace book that will

keep you engaged throughout the whole story. There's action, adventure, prejudices, humor, fear,

suspense, danger, drama, twists/turns, enemies, intrigue, romance, passion/lust and love.The

Albatara planet has eleven unique kingdoms and one person rules over all of them. This is a story

about the A'li-uud race who are not warriors but just want to be left alone. They know that once the

humans report their existence they will be visited. The A'li-uud have been watching planet Earth for

over five hundred years and not impressed at all. In this story we learn that humans are in fact the

aliens instead of the aliens being aliens. This story is about two people who fall in love and are from

two different planets/races, tells us how they overcome this major problem, and the obstacles that

they have to overcome.Add into the mix some human spaceships, elders who hate humans, and an

ex who wants the hero for herself.If you love stories about aliens and finding their mates then you're

going to love reading this series. I voluntarily reviewed this advanced reader copy and this review is

my own opinion.

I received this book as an advance copy and this is my voluntary giving review.I have to say I am a

definite fan of Ashley Hunt we've been fans of hers for quite some time and every book is always a

delight to read and this one is also a delight I enjoyed this book very much I think everyone would

enjoy this book the weight of main male character Rex who's the warrior mind you interacts with the



female character Tabitha I think he does a wonderful job at protecting her and showing his fears.

She turns out to be a very Fierce Warrior herself you should read this book just to find out how well

it ends nicely thank you very much this is my review

I just finished this story, after finding myself unable to put it down. I highly recommend this for

anyone looking for an exciting, fast paced, alien romance with several twists. I also enjoyed the dual

POV and how each chapter rotated. It made it seem more comprehensive and complete. Although

this story may have a storyline offensive to some with the violence, the intimate scenes (2) are not

graphic or erotic, and there is minimal language; overall I would rate it 5 out of 10.The main

protagonists are a tall blue-skinned alien that is now the king or Elder of his kingdom, Campestria,

on the planet Albaterra named Rexstrenu'us Et'Herba Cam-pes'tribus aka "Rex" and a human chef

trying to escape personal problems named Tabitha Bartle.The A'li-uud race is a nature loving and

respectful race and believe that it is the ultimate sin to commit murder without true cause, or giving

thanks of the life taken for food. They have watched the humans and the atrocities they have

committed against each other in the name of greed or power, so the group of elders agree to shoot

down the ships from earth when they get too close to their planet, the first being the Paragon. It

crash lands in Rex's kingdom, and when he arrives at the ship, he finds Tabitha. He takes he

captive and brings her back to his parents' house for safekeeping until he can determine her threat

level and have his warriors search for survivors, even if she was the most beautiful creature he has

ever seen.I am volunteering to leave a review for an ARC of this book.
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